. The Borbely group quantified the model and added a circadian factor, but the earlier model contained all the arguments for delta homeostasis subsequently adopted by Borbely (and several more). Immediately pertinent to Franken's comment and Huber et al 2 is that the 1974 model proposed that the requirement ("substrate") for delta homeostasis is determined by the intensity of waking brain activity (cerebral metabolic rate) as well as by the duration of waking. Evidence that the high delta levels of children are associated with higher (i.e. more intense) waking brain metabolic rates supports this hypothesis. A later analysis revealed that the ontogenetic curves for delta intensity, waking brain metabolism and synaptic density are parallel over the first three decades of life 5 , the period when all three brain measures are changing most rapidly. Moreover, Ian Campbell and I have tested the waking brain intensity -homeostatic need hypothesis by experimentally increasing the waking metabolic rate of plastic brain structures in rats [6] [7] [8] . This manipulation massively increased NREM delta in subsequent sleep. This is the largest experimentally-induced delta increase yet demonstrated. Thus, Franken's comment that sleep researchers have traditionally regarded waking as this "…undifferentiated state that simply fills the time between periods of sleep" ( 1 p126), neglects an extensive body of theory and experimental work.
